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Today in luxury:

Louis Vuitton CEO sees the future in California

The past and future, California, retail and streetwear. They're all seemingly disparate thoughts Louis Vuitton
chairman and chief executive officer Michael Burke seamlessly guided a thread through as the luxury house
celebrated its expanded South Coast Plaza store and atelier, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on WWD

Luxury hotels will now bring the drinks to you

Room service at luxury hotels is losing its appeal. Now guests are getting expertly crafted cocktails delivered to their
door. Some hotels are dispatching bartenders or mixologists. And mini-bars are being turned into experiences in
their own right, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Renault's low-rolling concept car is made for the good life

Long, low and covered in shimmering gold diamond-shapes, the Renault EZ-Ultimo concept car, unveiled at the
Paris Motor Show, looks unlike any car the French automaker has ever produced. Or, for that matter, unlike any car
anyone has ever made, reports CNN.

Click here to read the entire story on CNN

European luxury stocks fall on worries over China slowdown

Shares in European luxury goods companies were among the worst performers on Thursday in a broader stock
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market downturn, with traders and analysts citing persistent concerns over a slowdown in China, per The New York
Times.

Click here to read the entire story on The New York Times
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